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◼ Objective: show that the observed effect disappears when the dumpee

brand in the unilateral termination is compensated

◼ Design: 3-cell (termination type: unilateral-without-compensation vs. 

unilateral-with-compensation vs. mutual) between-subjects design

• Participants recruited from MTurk read a news report describing a brand alliance 

termination between two brands; it is either a unilateral termination or a mutual 

termination, varying across conditions. 

• In the unilateral-with-compensation condition, the dumper brand offers monetary 

compensation to the dumpee brand when it decided to terminate the alliance unilaterally. 

In the unilateral-without-compensation condition, the alliance termination news was 

similar to the one in Study 1. 

◼ DV: brand avoidance tendency

• Sample item: I want to keep as much distance as possible between the target brand 

and me.

Questions and comments can be emailed to Ce Liang.        Email: mkt-ce.liang@connect.polyu.hk 

STUDY 1

STUDY 2

◼ Brand alliance and its termination are both common in the business world.

• Brand alliances, such as joint ventures and co-branding, are cooperative activities between two or more brands aiming to achieve a common objective (Rao & Ruekert, 1994). Recent 

years have witnessed explosive growth in brand alliances in the industrial world. Surprisingly, many brand alliances are short-lived—more than 50% of them end within four years (Greve, 

Baum, Mitsuhashi, & Rowley, 2010).

◼ Existing literature about brand alliance termination

• Previous literature has already proved that brand alliance termination can hurt brands’ performance and stock price (e.g., Häussler, 2006; Kale, Dyer, & Singh, 2002). However, we know 

little about whether various types of brand alliance termination can be perceived differently and yield different consumer reactions. 

◼ The current research 

• In the current research, we investigate the impact of different types of brand alliance termination on consumers’ reactions toward the brands involved in the alliance. We propose that 

there are two types of alliance termination—unilateral and mutual termination. Unilateral alliance termination refers to an alliance termination initiated by one party. Accordingly, the brand 

initiating the break-up is known as the “dumper,” while the brand forced to accept the termination is known as the “dumpee. In mutual terminations, by contrast, all parties involved agree 

to terminate the alliance. 

• We further predict that consumers will consider unilateral alliance termination to be unfair, which in turn will lead them to exhibit more negative responses to the dumper brand (vs. brands 

in mutual termination). Conversely, the asymmetry will disappear for the dumpee brand and brands in mutual termination.

Background 

STUDY 3

◼ Objective: show the main effect

◼ Design: 3 (termination type: Unilateral-V-dumps-R vs. 

Unilateral-R-dumps-V vs. mutual) × 2 (brands: V vs. R) 

between-subjects design

• Participants recruited from MTurk read a news report describing a 

brand alliance termination between two brands; it is either a 

unilateral termination or a mutual termination. 

◼ DV: brand attitude (either toward brand V or brand R, 

depending on their assigned condition)

• Bad/unfavorable/negative vs. good/favorable/positive

Unilateral vs. 

mutual

alliance termination 

Consumer reaction

toward the dumper

(vs. the same brand in

mutual termination)

◼ Objective: show that the observed effect disappears when the unilateral 

termination is justifiable

◼ 3-cell (termination type: unilateral-justifiable vs. unilateral-unjustifiable 

vs. mutual) between-subjects design

◼ DV: brand avoidance tendency

Consumer reaction

toward the dumpee

(vs. the same brand in

mutual termination)

Note: We collapse the two cells in which participants report 
their attitude toward the dumper brand in the unilateral 
termination conditions to form the new unilateral-dumpee
condition, the two cells in which participants report their 
attitude toward the dumpee brand in the unilateral termination 
conditions to form the unilateral-dumper condition, and the 
two cells in which participants report their attitude toward the 
brands involved in mutual termination to form the new mutual 
condition.

• Participants recruited from MTurk read a news report describing a brand alliance 

termination between two brands; it is either a unilateral termination or a mutual 

termination, varying across conditions. 

◼ We find that consumers react more negatively toward a brand when it is the dumper 

brand that initiated the unilateral termination, compared with when it is involved in the 

mutual termination.

◼ The effect disappeared when the brand is the dumpee brand in the unilateral 

termination.

• In the unilateral-justifiable condition, the 

brand alliance was terminated due to the 

dumpee brand’s scandal. In the unilateral-

unjustifiable condition, the alliance 

termination news was similar to the ones in 

previous studies. 
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